In a cost conscious society the research based pharmaceutical company is increasingly being portrayed as a profiteer and the company manufacturing generic drugs as a cutter of costs to the NHS. Clearly such an extreme view is both shortsighted and wrong, particularly as unreasonable profits are prevented by the direct control of the Department of Health. In putting the case for prescribing drugs with brand names both medical and economic arguments have to be considered.
Medical considerations
There is but one medical reason for prescribing drugs by generic and not brand name: the generic name gives a clue to the drug class and mode of action. Generic names are, however, often long and confusing -for example, the family of benzodiazepine drugsand problems can arise with similar sounding namesfor example, acetazolamide (a carbonic anhydrase inhibitor) and acetohexamide ( 
Conclusions
Thus the main advantages of prescribing drugs with brand names are that they define precisely and reproducibly not only the active ingredient but also the exact formulation, the supporting data, the manufacturer, and the legal responsibility. Urgent action is required to restore the effective life of patents for new products because innovation thrives only in countries with strong laws on patent. Vigour in one of Britain's most successful industries must not be taken for granted: a thin dividing line separates success and failure. 
MATERIA NON MEDICA Raining cats and dogs
On 23 October 1988 a poodle named Cachi fell from a thirteenth floor balcony in Buenos Aires. What was sensational about that you may ask? In addition to killing itself the poodle triggered three human deaths in a row. It landed on the head of Marta Espina, 75, killing her instantly. Edith Sola, 46, who was in the crowd that gathered at the scene watching what was happening, regrettably was knocked down by a bus and killed. An unidentified man who saw both incidents suffered a heart attack and died on the way to hospital.
Cats on the other hand frequently survive falls from great heights (presumably they only lose one of their nine lives). In New York City vets studied 132 cats that had fallen from the open windows of skyscrapers.' The maximum fall was about 480 feet (32 storeys) and the minimum 30 feet, and most landed on concrete. Of the 132 cats studied, 17 were "put down" by their owners as they could not afford treatment, 11 died because of thoracic injuries and shock, and 104 survived. The incidence of both death and injury peaked for cats falling around 100 feet and decreased for
Outrageous fortune
The night I landed in Quito there was a riot. Ecuador's capital lies at 2900 m on the Andean alti plano. I flew in at night and mistook the bite of the cold night air for an effect of altitude. I was wrong, and kicking an empty canister of CS gas into the gutter made me realise what was wrong. I had stumbled across a civil disturbance. The students were revolting, as the press put it, against their government's soft line with the International Monetary Fund. I safely dodged the lumbering and battered dinosaur of a water cannon before finally finding peace in a hotel.
Four hundred and fifty four years earlier another wild adventurer stumbled into a riot in Quito. His name was Francisco Pizarro. The illiterate and illegitimate son of a Spanish shepherd, he did, however, make a successful career as a conquistador. When he arrived in Quito the Incan empire was at civil war. Atahuallpa fought his brother Huascar. Atahuallpa was king in Quito, his brother ruled from Cusco 1600 km to the south. Pizarro rode into town, took Atahuallpa hostage, and marched falls from greater heights. Few humans survive falls of more than 90 feet on to concrete. A cat that fell 480 feet on to concrete was released after two days of observation having suffered nothing worse than a chipped tooth and mild pneumothorax.
A falling cat reaches a terminal velocity of about 60 miles per hour (compared with 120 miles per hour for adult humans) after only 100 feet. On reaching this speed the cat relaxes and extends its limbs horizontally in flying squirrel fashion. This not only reduces the rate of the fall but also absorbs the impact over a greater body area. Cats have a gyroscopic righting action and land with their limbs flexed, which dissipates much of the impact force through soft tissues. (Parachutists are trained to dissipate impact forces by landing with knees and hips flexed before rolling over.) These advantages for cats are the result of evolution. Most felines climb trees (but dogs do not) and over aeons of time evolution has favoured those animals able to survive falls. -J M DUNLOP, district medical officer, Hull I Diamond JMN. Why cats have nine lives. Nature 1988; 332:586-7. south. An outrageous misfortune for the Inca that would make an outrageous fortune for the Spanish and thereby finance European wars for centuries to come.
Pizarro took the high road and I took the low. Incan highways follow Andean contours. Modern highways follow coastal tontours. Pizarro took three months and I took three weeks. Cusco has a large quantity of Incan stonework remaining. Its precision challenges modern masons, yet the Incas worked without iron. I particularly admired the spherical orangesized sling shot that almost defeated the Spanish muskets.
I met Pizarro later in Lima. He was lying in an uncomfortably small coffin no more than a yard long, shrunken and darkened by time, visible through a glass window in the lid. That such a small man could effect such terrible change made me think. I stand five feet two inches in my socks. - 
